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Computational Finance Using C and C# (Quantitative Finance)Academic Press, 2008
In Computational Finance Using C and C# George Levy raises computational finance to the next level using the languages of both standard C and C#. The inclusion of both these languages enables readers to match their use of the book to their firms internal software and code requirements. Levy also provides derivatives pricing information for: 
...
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Venture Capital Funding: A Practical Guide to Raising FinanceKogan Page, 2005
After the problems caused by the dot com boom, there is now renewed interest in venture capital: private equity funds are reporting significantly increased levels of activity both in the UK and worldwide. The Bank of England regards assisting firms to become "investment ready" as the single most important task facing financial...
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Capital Investment & Financing: a practical guide to financial evaluationButterworth-Heinemann, 2005

	The requirement to maximise value for shareholders is at the core of any corporate investment or financing decision. The intrinsic value of proposed investments should be assessed before deciding how much capital to allocate; the benefits and risks associated with each available source of finance should be considered when capital is being...
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Sources of Value: A Practical Guide to the Art and Science of ValuationCambridge University Press, 2009
Sources of Value is a comprehensive guide to financial decision making suitable for beginners as well as experienced practitioners. It treats financial decision making as both an art and a science and proposes a comprehensive approach through which companies can maximise their value. Beginners will benefit from its initial financial foundation...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2010

	Dynamics NAV 2009 is an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software product from Microsoft that can be used for variety of business needs. It is part of the Microsoft Dynamics family, and intended to assist with finance, manufacturing, Customer Relationship Management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and...
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Investment Valuation 2nd Edition University with Investment SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Investment Valuation


	Tools and Techniques for Determining the Value of Any Asset

	Valuation is at the heart of every investment decision, whether that decision is to buy, sell, or hold. But the pricing of any financial asset has become a more complex task in modern financial markets. Now completely revised and fully updated...
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Valuing and Selling Your Business: A Quick Guide to Cashing InApress, 2014

	In Valuing and Selling Your Business: A Quick Guide to Cashing In, author and valuation expert Tim McDaniel, a veteran of over 2,000 valuation engagements and dozens of M&A deals, covers the essentials in a short value-packed book of valuing and selling your business for an acceptable price. And if the valuation doesn't...
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Real Options Analysis Course : Business Cases and Software ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Real Options Analysis Course
"Dr. Mun’s latest book is a logical extension of the theory and application presented in Real Options Analysis. More specifically, the Real Options Analysis Course presents numerous real options examples and provides the reader with step-by-step problem-solving techniques. After having read the...
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Know and Grow the Value of Your Business: An Owner's Guide to Retiring RichApress, 2013

	A woman looking to retire said to author and valuation expert Tim McDaniel, “I need to sell my business for $2.5 million to support my country club lifestyle.” The reality was that her business was worth $750,000. How could she have been so wrong? As McDaniel—a veteran of over 2,000 valuation engagements and dozens of...
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Persistent Creativity: Making the Case for Art, Culture and the Creative Industries (Sociology of the Arts)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Recent years have seen the increasing valuation and promotion of ‘creativity’. Future success, we are often assured, will rest on the creativity of our endeavours, often aligned specifically with ‘cultural’ activity. This book considers the emergence and persistence of this pattern, particularly with regards...
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Derivatives Analytics with Python: Data Analysis, Models, Simulation, Calibration and Hedging (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Supercharge options analytics and hedging using the power ofPython


	Derivatives Analytics with Python shows you how toimplement market-consistent valuation and hedging approaches usingadvanced financial models, efficient numerical techniques, and thepowerful capabilities of the Python programming language. Thisunique...
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Six Steps to Creating Profit: A Guide for Small and Mid-Sized Service-Based BusinessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An insightful look at how you can put net profit income at the forefront of your small to mid-sized business


	Enable you to make changes that will create a profitable, sustainable business future, Six Steps to Creating Profit authoritatively shows you how to maximize profit for your small to mid-sized, privately-held,...
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